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Release Notes By Module
User Interface The system now displays the Serbian Menu Translations in Serbian when you set your 

browser locale to Serbian [sr].

26.05-262

User Interface If you do not have the appropriate object context permissions and click the [Email] 

button from a grid in EFI Pace, the system now displays the message, Unable to 

locate the SystemUser.email.form. The page you requested is either invalid, no 

longer exists or you do not have permission to view it.

26.05-21

Upgrade EFI Pace now properly starts after an upgrade and without report category data 

issues.

26.05-314

Accounts Payable The Auto Bill process no longer pulls bills for which payment is not yet due. 26.05-252

Accounts Payable When you add a new bill and select a vendor, the system no longer resets the Bill 

Batch field.

26.05-109

Accounts Payable In the Accounts Payable module, when you change a "Normal" bill type to an "Instant 

Bill" type and omit the bank account, the system now correctly displays an error 

message that indicates a bank account is required. 

26.05-25

Accounts Receivable The receivable line for commission distribution now includes the "commBase" value 

from the invoice commission distribution line as the commission base.

26.05-373

Accounts Receivable You can now apply and post deposits without error. 26.05-277

Accounts Receivable The system now correctly calculates the remaining balance on payment transactions 

and no longer allows you to post payments when there is a remaining balance.

26.05-257

Accounts Receivable The system no longer produces a distribution error message when you try to post a 

payment, and now correctly rounds amounts.

26.05-231

Accounts Receivable When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now accounts for the Value Added 

Adjustments when performing the credit check.

26.05-130

Accounts Receivable On the Line Item tab of the Invoice Detail page, the system no longer extends 

information past the field entry box.

26.05-33

Accounts Receivable The Dunning List (dunning-list.rpt) now displays all invoices, even if the days past 

invoice is exactly 120 days.

26.05-19

Admin Console The system monitor no longer creates a snapshot when it receives an "Out Of 

Memory" message in the default log. In addition, the system deletes the system 

snapshots upon system upgrade. 

26.05-226

Admin Console The System Log link on the Administration/Management tab now links to the main 

log file directory /config/logs/. 

26.05-212

Admin Console The restore utility now works properly for Internet Explorer 9 users. 26.05-50

Admin Console When you use an Internet Explorer v9 browser, the Run simulation now starts when 

you select "Run Simulate," and the Log file appears upon completion.

26.05-39

Customization Toolkit The system no longer displays a Rollback null pointer error message when you delete 

certain User-Defined Objects (UDOs). 

26.05-188

Customization Toolkit The Customization Toolkit now supports month, year, day, date-add, date-diff, start-

of-week, end-of-week, start-of-month, end-of-month, start-of-year, and end-of-year 

in XPath expressions.

26.05-142

Customization Toolkit The system no longer requires that you enter a value in the Max Length field for 

Double8, Percent4, and XPath attribute types within User-Defined Fields (UDFs).

26.05-97
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Data Collection The Daily Time Sheet (datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) and Reprint Time Sheet 

(datacollection-daily-time-sheet-reprint.rpt) reports now display the notes associated 

with non-chargeable time.

26.05-61

Data Collection The Employee Time Variance report (employee-time-variance.rpt) no longer includes 

unpaid lunch as chargeable time.

26.05-32

EFI Pace Scheduling In the EFI Pace Scheduler, the system now correctly updates the Scheduler job notes. 26.05-1

eService The eService Quote and Order page now successfully creates a job. 26.05-365

Estimating When you estimate commission based on sales categories, the system now excludes 

results for the 'No Estimate Result' activity from the commission base.  

26.05-346

Estimating,

Job Control Center,

Job Billing

In the Estimating, Job Control, and Job Billing modules, the system now includes the 

following updated structure and calculations for commissions to address a number of 

use cases:

Setup/Structure Items:

1. The Estimating and Job Billing modules now use the same setting to determine the 

type of commission calculation to use: Sales Category vs Value Added.  The field in the 

Job Billing setup affects the calculations in both areas.

 When you use "Sales Category," the system determines the commission base as the 

sum of the overall sell price of each activity code (in Estimating) or the line amounts 

(in Job Billing) in a commissionable sales category. (If you previously used the "Quoted 

Price" option for estimating commission, use "Sales Category" to include all 

commissionable activities. 

Important: The system treats any ActivityCode that without a specified sales 

category as commissionable in Estimating.

When you use "Value Added," the system determines the commission base as the 

overall sell price of the estimate or job, less the cost of activities not in a value added 

WIP category. (The "cost of activities" in estimating is the estimate activities on each 

estimate part [without markups.]) In the Job Billing module, the cost is displayed in 

the Actual Cost field for job costs posted to each respective job part.

26.05-308

2. The commission distribution grid on the Estimate Detail page and Job Detail page 

now includes an "Amount" column. Use this column to add a static commission 

amount (versus adding a manual estimate activity). 

The system excludes static amounts from the determination of commission base to 

avoid the calculation of commission on commission. The system carries the grid values 

from the Estimate to the Job and from the Job to the Invoice. The system preserves 

the static amounts, and applies the percentages to calculate the commission in each 

module.

Usage and Functionality:

1. When not billing parts together, the system now determines the amount of 

commission separately for each part. The system separates the sales distribution by 

job part, to properly determine the commission base for each commission method.

2. The system now includes the overall sell markup in Estimating in the calculation of 

the target sell price for estimate activities. The system no longer displays the "Overall 

Sell Markup" as a separate field on the Estimate Summary page.

 a. This enables the system to calculate commission on the marked up sell prices (as 

opposed to calculating the target sell, calculating commission, and then applying the 

overall sell markup to everything). The estimate total sell price remains unchanged, 

but the records carrying into the Job Control module are better for subsequent sales 

distribution (see below.)
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 b. When the system automatically distributes sales on an invoice, the system uses the 

sell price from the estimate activities to determine the "By Amount" or "By 

Percentage" values. Now that the system includes the overall sell markup in the 

target sell, the distribution of sales on the invoice is more accurate, allowing for more 

accurate commission calculations by sales category.

3. The system now uses the sales category on the change order lines to create invoice 

lines and corresponding invoice sales distribution lines (when the invoice sales 

distribution method is not 'None').  The system then uses the sales distribution to 

calculate commissions on the invoice (for calculations done by sales category).

Estimating The system now correctly calculates the number up for forced "work and turn" or 

"tumble run" methods on estimates.

26.05-295

Estimating The system no longer prints "null" notes in the Prepress section of the Estimate Quote 

Letter (quote-letter.rpt).

26.05-284

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) no longer prints Part 0 for parts. 26.05-278

Estimating The system no longer toggles the final size between portrait and landscape 

orientation when you update or recalculate an estimate.

26.05-273

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you convert a quote to a job with 

shipments for job part items.

26.05-258

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) no longer uses decimals when 

numbering estimate products or parts.

26.05-257

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now prints the Size section in the proper 

sequence.

26.05-257

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you select Group Parts by 

Product and Bill Parts Together on the Convert Estimate page.

26.05-248

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now displays only those items you set to 

print on the report.

26.05-244

Estimating The system now prints quote items on the Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) 

only for those estimate parts that include the quote items.

26.05-241

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you select Group Parts by 

Product and Bill Parts Together on the Convert Estimate page.

26.05-220

Estimating When you select sizes with line breaks within the names, the main menu and other 

user interface elements now work properly, and the system no longer displays 

javascript errors.

26.05-210

Estimating The system no longer includes additional unnecessary permutations on the Alt Print 

Methods tab of the Estimate Detail page.

26.05-129

Estimating Icons within the Press fields for each quantity no longer overlap on the Estimate Press 

Detail page. 

26.05-100

Estimating If you associate a press ink type with a job product type used in a composite product 

group, the system now correctly populates the information on estimates created with 

that composite.

26.05-70

Estimating The system no longer creates duplicate job contacts when you reconvert an estimate. 26.05-41

Estimating When you duplicate an estimate, the system now displays the original estimate from 

which it was cloned in the estimate history.

26.05-36
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Estimating The Estimate Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt) now correctly displays 

information and pricing for all parts in all products.

26.05-19

General Ledger The system now correctly calculates the remaining balance on payment transactions. 

Additionally, to avoid out-of-balance conditions in payment-related GL batches, you 

can no longer post payments when there is a remaining balance.

26.05-252

Hardware The Server/Database now loads properly on version of 26.05. 26.05-199

Inventory The Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt), now displays different final 

totals when you choose to include zero and negative values versus when you choose 

not to include zero and negative values.

26.05-129

Inventory The system now displays matching quantities on both the Inventory Status report 

(inventory-status.rpt) and the Inventory Detail page.

26.05-298

Inventory The Inventory Bin report (inventory-bin-location.rpt) now displays correct quantities. 26.05-298

Inventory When you select an inventory item on the Inventory Transaction Add page, the 

system now auto populates the appropriate fields if you use an iPad with iOS6 and 

Safari.

26.05-67

Item Templates The system no longer creates duplicate job notes or job part notes if the job part uses 

an item template that includes an estimate with notes.

26.05-89

JMF EFI Pace no longer creates double costing transactions when you process JMF 

transactions from a Fiery XF.

26.05-257

Job Billing When you bill parts separately, the system now adds a commission distribution line 

for each job part included on the invoice that does not already have a commission 

distribution on the job part. The commission distribution line uses the Salesperson 

record from the job and the commission rate from the salesperson file.

26.05-346

Job Billing The system now displays a commission line on an invoice (invoice.rpt) if the job part 

does not include a commission but a salesperson with commission is associated with 

the job.

26.06-320

Job Billing The new Add Commission From Job Cost field now prevents the system from 

calculating commission on commission amounts.

26.05-223

Job Billing When you invoice a job that contains job part Item with a quantity of 1, the system 

now displays the correct unit price on the invoice transaction line.

26.05-214

Job Billing When you search for a specific invoice in history, the system no longer displays an 

error message.

26.05-204

Job Billing When you set the commission basis type to Value Added, the system now pulls in the 

value added amount into the commission base in the commission distribution on the 

invoice.

26.05-196

Job Billing The system now updates the commission base at the bottom of an Invoice 

(invoice.rpt), even if you enter a negative amount in the Base Distribution line.

26.05-99

Job Billing The system now updates the Invoice Batch List page after you make changes to an 

invoice line in the batch. The system also correctly updates the totals.

26.05-81

Job Billing The Edit & Approve Batch page now lists the correct number of invoices after you 

move some invoices from one batch to another.

26.05-65
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Job Control Center The Job Detail page no longer includes the Product Pricing tab. If product pricing is 

enabled, you can review product pricing information by clicking [View Product 

Pricing] button on the Billing Info tab or Product Pricing in the context navigation 

menu.

You can now edit the job part grid and click the [Add In Grid] button on the Parts Info 

tab only when the job includes less than 500 job parts exist on the job.

26.05-339

Job Control Center The Job Part Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now correctly prints the part number 

count.

26.05-320

Job Control Center The system now correctly displays planned quantities in sheets for job materials, as 

required, for bindery-only estimates you convert.

26.05-298

Job Control Center When you enter a sequence number on the Pre-Press tab of the Job Part Detail page 

and tab away from the field, the value in the Sequence field no longer disappears. 

26.05-150

Job Control Center When you edit the inquiry used to pick an inventory item for a job material, the 

inquiry editor no longer displays the View Inquiry option and instead displays the 

warning message, Unable to view inquiry since it's a pick list. To view the inquiry 

select the "Pick" button in its referenced areas.

26.05-55

Job Control Center The Part Jacket (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) for each part in a job now displays 

the correct count.

26.05-19

Job Control Center The custom Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the Finishing subhead 

at the top of the finishing details.

26.05-1

Job Costing When you edit the activity code on a job cost transaction to one that does not have 

any associated costing rates, the system now calculates the cost as zero (0).

26.05-9

Job Costing The system no longer includes a delay when loading the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) 

report (cost-of-goods-sold.rpt).

26.05-1

Job Shipments You can now configure the FedEx real time quoting shipping rates server as part of 

your Company record maintenance, and with this feature, you can toggle between 

the FedEx real time quoting test and production servers. If you already use the Check 

Rates feature in the Job Shipments module, no action is necessary as EFI Pace 

automatically populates the production server value. If you want to leverage the 

Check Rates feature in the future, contact your FedEx Web Services provider to obtain 

the necessary credentials (Key, Meter Number, Account Number, Password, etc.). 

Once you obtain the needed information from FedEx, navigate to Administration, 

System Setup, General, Company Setup and click on the 3rd Party Configuration tab. 

Next, populate the fields listed in the FedEx Web Services group box as needed and 

click [Update].

26.05-355

Job Shipments The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error message when you 

add job shipments.

26.05-197

Job Shipments The Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the job shipment's carton 

description in the Shipments section.

26.05-33

Job Shipments The system now suppresses the state and prints the country on the customized 

Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) if the value in the State field is 

ZZZ-Unknown. 

26.05-1

Job Shipments The Delivery Ticket (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) and the Delivery Receipt, Version 

2 (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt-v2.rpt) now prints the description, customer, and job 

number information.

26.05-1

Mailing The Mailing Setup Detail page now correctly displays the sequence numbering on 

estimates.

26.05-143
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Multi Currency If your company includes multiple currency records, when you enter an invoice in the 

base currency of the company and a payment in another currency (such as Euros),  

you no longer receive an error message when you add a payment. 

26.05-148

Multi-Object Importer The Multi-Object Importer (MOI) tool no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence 

error message when you import objects to a User-Defined Object without a default 

context, because you can no longer drill down into the detail information. 

26.05-63

PaceConnect The Group Kit Ship process no longer fails manual entries that do not reference job 

parts.

26.05-239

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you post invoices, EFI Pace no longer sends customer updates to DSF. 26.05-184

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you edit a carton record, EFI Pace sends to DSF an update for only the carton 

you edited, rather than all cartons in the job shipment.

26.05-183

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no longer displays a Country/State mismatch error message when you 

create a contact that includes a state with the same name in two different countries. 

26.05-159

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When EFI Pace transmits inventory items with quantity-based pricing to DSF, the 

system also transmits the correct prices.

26.05-53

PaceConnect-Metrix The Metrix PaceConnect record no longer produces an Unfortunate Occurrence error 

message for jobs that take longer to generate the MXML file.

26.05-85

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Job Importer PaceConnect (WS) record no longer produces an error 

when you delete a duplicate pending file. 

26.05-328

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer displays the occasional Null error message in the PrintStream 

PaceConnect record when PrintFlow is enabled and you try to generate an ARN 

without scheduling PrintStream orders.

26.05-368

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The PrintStream PaceConnect now processes adjustment transactions. 26.05-347

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now includes improved performance when you update a large number of 

job shipments in a single update file from PrintStream.

26.05-334

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

PrintStream campaign orders now correctly send the ARN. 26.05-330

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

On the Execution Options tab of the PrintStream PaceConnect record, if the 

Maximum Concurrent Executions field or Maximum Queued Executions field is 

blank or 0, the system now automatically enters 10 and 500 (respectively) in these 

fields.

26.05-280

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer sends errant messages to PrintStream for inventory items not 

shared with PrintStream.

26.05-275

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now sends updates as appropriate when you deactivate and activate 

PrintStream-shared inventory items.

26.05-274

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now updates PrintStream with salesperson name changes. 26.05-273

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer sends customer status updates to PrintStream if the customers 

are not shared with PrintStream.

26.05-261

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now properly creates shipments within the PrintStream integration. 26.05-209

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When you edit non-PrintStream customer records in EFI Pace, the system no longer 

sends updates to PrintStream.

26.05-161

PaceStation When you email an attachment from a PaceStation query, the system no longer 

truncates the PaceStation .xls file.

26.05-160
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PaceStation When the inquiry base object of UserDefinedInquiry has a foreign key relationship 

with the FileAttachment object, the system hides the fields corresponding to the 

FileAttachment object.

26.05-57

PaceStation When you update the actual ship date on a job that does not include a job part, the 

system now displays an enhanced error message.

26.05-26

PaceStation The [Email] context button on a PaceStation inquiry now works for both the 

Administrator and PaceSupport login IDs.

26.05-21

Payroll The system now correctly calculates and reports overtime payroll hours during 

daylight savings time weekend.

26.05-342

Price List Quoting The system now properly converts duplicate quote items and items linked to variable 

inventory items to job part items.

26.05-255

Purchasing The system no longer displays an Invalid error when you duplicate a purchase order 

that contains a null value for the GL Department.

26.05-247

Purchasing When you duplicate an existing purchase order, the system duplicates the original 

General Ledger account from the original purchase order line instead of from the 

vendor.

26.05-220

Purchasing You can now duplicate a purchase order even if you do not enter a department for a 

General Ledger Liability account. 

26.05-13

Purchasing The Purchase Order Status report (purchase-order-status.rpt ) no longer truncates 

vendor IDs.

26.05-3

Purchasing If you enter a purchase order line with a line type of "Manual" and no activity code, 

the system displays the message, Activity Code: Required when assigned to a job, 

and highlights the Activity Code field.

26.05-1

Reports You can no longer create report categories with the same description as a seeded 

report category. Additionally, when you upgrade your system, EFI Pace migrates those 

reports associated with a report category containing a duplicate description of a 

seeded category to the seeded category. 

26.05-19

System Security You can now add new Security Filter Relation Types to existing System Generated 

Security Filters.

26.05-193

System Security The system no longer applies Password Expired settings for a user if you check the box 

in the No Password Required field on the System User Detail page.

26.05-38

System Security The Allow Multiple Login field now appears on the System User Detail page. 26.05-22

System Security You can now access job shipment details for a job on the Job Shipments List page. 26.05-15

System Security The [Delete] buttons no longer appear on the Shipment Add page if you do not have 

permissions to delete job shipments, cartons, or carton contents.

26.05-15
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Release Notes By Version
Accounts Receivable The receivable line for commission distribution now includes the "commBase" value 

from the invoice commission distribution line as the commission base.

26.05-373

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer displays the occasional Null error message in the PrintStream 

PaceConnect record when PrintFlow is enabled and you try to generate an ARN 

without scheduling PrintStream orders.

26.05-368

eService The eService Quote and Order page now successfully creates a job. 26.05-365

Job Shipments You can now configure the FedEx real time quoting shipping rates server as part of 

your Company record maintenance, and with this feature, you can toggle between 

the FedEx real time quoting test and production servers. If you already use the Check 

Rates feature in the Job Shipments module, no action is necessary as EFI Pace 

automatically populates the production server value. If you want to leverage the 

Check Rates feature in the future, contact your FedEx Web Services provider to obtain 

the necessary credentials (Key, Meter Number, Account Number, Password, etc.). 

Once you obtain the needed information from FedEx, navigate to Administration, 

System Setup, General, Company Setup and click on the 3rd Party Configuration tab. 

Next, populate the fields listed in the FedEx Web Services group box as needed and 

click [Update].

26.05-355

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The PrintStream PaceConnect now processes adjustment transactions. 26.05-347

Estimating When you estimate commission based on sales categories, the system now excludes 

results for the 'No Estimate Result' activity from the commission base.  

26.05-346

Job Billing When you bill parts separately, the system now adds a commission distribution line 

for each job part included on the invoice that does not already have a commission 

distribution on the job part. The commission distribution line uses the Salesperson 

record from the job and the commission rate from the salesperson file.

26.05-346

Payroll The system now correctly calculates and reports overtime payroll hours during 

daylight savings time weekend.

26.05-342

Job Control Center The Job Detail page no longer includes the Product Pricing tab. If product pricing is 

enabled, you can review product pricing information by clicking [View Product 

Pricing] button on the Billing Info tab or Product Pricing in the context navigation 

menu.

You can now edit the job part grid and click the [Add In Grid] button on the Parts Info 

tab only when the job includes less than 500 job parts exist on the job.

26.05-339

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now includes improved performance when you update a large number of 

job shipments in a single update file from PrintStream.

26.05-334

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

PrintStream campaign orders now correctly send the ARN. 26.05-330

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Job Importer PaceConnect (WS) record no longer produces an error 

when you delete a duplicate pending file. 

26.05-328

Job Billing The system now displays a commission line on an invoice (invoice.rpt) if the job part 

does not include a commission but a salesperson with commission is associated with 

the job.

26.06-320

Job Control Center The Job Part Jacket (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now correctly prints the part number 

count.

26.05-320

Upgrade EFI Pace now properly starts after an upgrade and without report category data 

issues.

26.05-314
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Estimating,

Job Control Center,

Job Billing

In the Estimating, Job Control, and Job Billing modules, the system now includes the 

following updated structure and calculations for commissions to address a number of 

use cases:

Setup/Structure Items:

1. The Estimating and Job Billing modules now use the same setting to determine the 

type of commission calculation to use: Sales Category vs Value Added.  The field in the 

Job Billing setup affects the calculations in both areas.

 When you use "Sales Category," the system determines the commission base as the 

sum of the overall sell price of each activity code (in Estimating) or the line amounts 

(in Job Billing) in a commissionable sales category. (If you previously used the "Quoted 

Price" option for estimating commission, use "Sales Category" to include all 

commissionable activities. 

Important: The system treats any ActivityCode that without a specified sales 

category as commissionable in Estimating.

When you use "Value Added," the system determines the commission base as the 

overall sell price of the estimate or job, less the cost of activities not in a value added 

WIP category. (The "cost of activities" in estimating is the estimate activities on each 

estimate part [without markups.]) In the Job Billing module, the cost is displayed in 

the Actual Cost field for job costs posted to each respective job part.

26.05-308

2. The commission distribution grid on the Estimate Detail page and Job Detail page 

now includes an "Amount" column. Use this column to add a static commission 

amount (versus adding a manual estimate activity). 

The system excludes static amounts from the determination of commission base to 

avoid the calculation of commission on commission. The system carries the grid values 

from the Estimate to the Job and from the Job to the Invoice. The system preserves 

the static amounts, and applies the percentages to calculate the commission in each 

module.

Usage and Functionality:

1. When not billing parts together, the system now determines the amount of 

commission separately for each part. The system separates the sales distribution by 

job part, to properly determine the commission base for each commission method.

2. The system now includes the overall sell markup in Estimating in the calculation of 

the target sell price for estimate activities. The system no longer displays the "Overall 

Sell Markup" as a separate field on the Estimate Summary page.

 a. This enables the system to calculate commission on the marked up sell prices (as 

opposed to calculating the target sell, calculating commission, and then applying the 

overall sell markup to everything). The estimate total sell price remains unchanged, 

but the records carrying into the Job Control module are better for subsequent sales 

distribution (see below.)

 b. When the system automatically distributes sales on an invoice, the system uses the 

sell price from the estimate activities to determine the "By Amount" or "By 

Percentage" values. Now that the system includes the overall sell markup in the 

target sell, the distribution of sales on the invoice is more accurate, allowing for more 

accurate commission calculations by sales category.

3. The system now uses the sales category on the change order lines to create invoice 

lines and corresponding invoice sales distribution lines (when the invoice sales 

distribution method is not 'None').  The system then uses the sales distribution to 

calculate commissions on the invoice (for calculations done by sales category).

Inventory The system now displays matching quantities on both the Inventory Status report 

(inventory-status.rpt) and the Inventory Detail page.

26.05-298

Inventory The Inventory Bin report (inventory-bin-location.rpt) now displays correct quantities. 26.05-298

Job Control Center The system now correctly displays planned quantities in sheets for job materials, as 

required, for bindery-only estimates you convert.

26.05-298
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Estimating The system now correctly calculates the number up for forced "work and turn" or 

"tumble run" methods on estimates.

26.05-295

Estimating The system no longer prints "null" notes in the Prepress section of the Estimate Quote 

Letter (quote-letter.rpt).

26.05-284

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

On the Execution Options tab of the PrintStream PaceConnect record, if the 

Maximum Concurrent Executions field or Maximum Queued Executions field is 

blank or 0, the system now automatically enters 10 and 500 (respectively) in these 

fields.

26.05-280

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) no longer prints Part 0 for parts. 26.05-278

Accounts Receivable You can now apply and post deposits without error. 26.05-277

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer sends errant messages to PrintStream for inventory items not 

shared with PrintStream.

26.05-275

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now sends updates as appropriate when you deactivate and activate 

PrintStream-shared inventory items.

26.05-274

Estimating The system no longer toggles the final size between portrait and landscape 

orientation when you update or recalculate an estimate.

26.05-273

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now updates PrintStream with salesperson name changes. 26.05-273

User Interface The system now displays the Serbian Menu Translations in Serbian when you set your 

browser locale to Serbian [sr].

26.05-262

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer sends customer status updates to PrintStream if the customers 

are not shared with PrintStream.

26.05-261

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you convert a quote to a job with 

shipments for job part items.

26.05-258

Accounts Receivable The system now correctly calculates the remaining balance on payment transactions 

and no longer allows you to post payments when there is a remaining balance.

26.05-257

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) no longer uses decimals when 

numbering estimate products or parts.

26.05-257

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now prints the Size section in the proper 

sequence.

26.05-257

JMF EFI Pace no longer creates double costing transactions when you process JMF 

transactions from a Fiery XF.

26.05-257

Price List Quoting The system now properly converts duplicate quote items and items linked to variable 

inventory items to job part items.

26.05-255

Accounts Payable The Auto Bill process no longer pulls bills for which payment is not yet due. 26.05-252

General Ledger The system now correctly calculates the remaining balance on payment transactions. 

Additionally, to avoid out-of-balance conditions in payment-related GL batches, you 

can no longer post payments when there is a remaining balance.

26.05-252

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you select Group Parts by 

Product and Bill Parts Together on the Convert Estimate page.

26.05-248

Purchasing The system no longer displays an Invalid error when you duplicate a purchase order 

that contains a null value for the GL Department.

26.05-247

Estimating The Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) now displays only those items you set to 

print on the report.

26.05-244
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Estimating The system now prints quote items on the Estimate Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) 

only for those estimate parts that include the quote items.

26.05-241

PaceConnect The Group Kit Ship process no longer fails manual entries that do not reference job 

parts.

26.05-239

Accounts Receivable The system no longer produces a distribution error message when you try to post a 

payment, and now correctly rounds amounts.

26.05-231

Admin Console The system monitor no longer creates a snapshot when it receives an "Out Of 

Memory" message in the default log. In addition, the system deletes the system 

snapshots upon system upgrade. 

26.05-226

Job Billing The new Add Commission From Job Cost field now prevents the system from 

calculating commission on commission amounts.

26.05-223

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you select Group Parts by 

Product and Bill Parts Together on the Convert Estimate page.

26.05-220

Purchasing When you duplicate an existing purchase order, the system duplicates the original 

General Ledger account from the original purchase order line instead of from the 

vendor.

26.05-220

Job Billing When you invoice a job that contains job part Item with a quantity of 1, the system 

now displays the correct unit price on the invoice transaction line.

26.05-214

Admin Console The System Log link on the Administration/Management tab now links to the main 

log file directory /config/logs/. 

26.05-212

Estimating When you select sizes with line breaks within the names, the main menu and other 

user interface elements now work properly, and the system no longer displays 

javascript errors.

26.05-210

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now properly creates shipments within the PrintStream integration. 26.05-209

Job Billing When you search for a specific invoice in history, the system no longer displays an 

error message.

26.05-204

Hardware The Server/Database now loads properly on version of 26.05. 26.05-199

Job Shipments The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error message when you 

add job shipments.

26.05-197

Job Billing When you set the commission basis type to Value Added, the system now pulls in the 

value added amount into the commission base in the commission distribution on the 

invoice.

26.05-196

System Security You can now add new Security Filter Relation Types to existing System Generated 

Security Filters.

26.05-193

Customization Toolkit The system no longer displays a Rollback null pointer error message when you delete 

certain User-Defined Objects (UDOs). 

26.05-188

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you post invoices, EFI Pace no longer sends customer updates to DSF. 26.05-184

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you edit a carton record, EFI Pace sends to DSF an update for only the carton 

you edited, rather than all cartons in the job shipment.

26.05-183

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When you edit non-PrintStream customer records in EFI Pace, the system no longer 

sends updates to PrintStream.

26.05-161

PaceStation When you email an attachment from a PaceStation query, the system no longer 

truncates the PaceStation .xls file.

26.05-160
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PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no longer displays a Country/State mismatch error message when you 

create a contact that includes a state with the same name in two different countries. 

26.05-159

Job Control Center When you enter a sequence number on the Pre-Press tab of the Job Part Detail page 

and tab away from the field, the value in the Sequence field no longer disappears. 

26.05-150

Multi Currency If your company includes multiple currency records, when you enter an invoice in the 

base currency of the company and a payment in another currency (such as Euros),  

you no longer receive an error message when you add a payment. 

26.05-148

Mailing The Mailing Setup Detail page now correctly displays the sequence numbering on 

estimates.

26.05-143

Customization Toolkit The Customization Toolkit now supports month, year, day, date-add, date-diff, start-

of-week, end-of-week, start-of-month, end-of-month, start-of-year, and end-of-year 

in XPath expressions.

26.05-142

Accounts Receivable When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now accounts for the Value Added 

Adjustments when performing the credit check.

26.05-130

Estimating The system no longer includes additional unnecessary permutations on the Alt Print 

Methods tab of the Estimate Detail page.

26.05-129

Inventory The Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt), now displays different final 

totals when you choose to include zero and negative values versus when you choose 

not to include zero and negative values.

26.05-129

Accounts Payable When you add a new bill and select a vendor, the system no longer resets the Bill 

Batch field.

26.05-109

Estimating Icons within the Press fields for each quantity no longer overlap on the Estimate Press 

Detail page. 

26.05-100

Job Billing The system now updates the commission base at the bottom of an Invoice 

(invoice.rpt), even if you enter a negative amount in the Base Distribution line.

26.05-99

Customization Toolkit The system no longer requires that you enter a value in the Max Length field for 

Double8, Percent4, and XPath attribute types within User-Defined Fields (UDFs).

26.05-97

Item Templates The system no longer creates duplicate job notes or job part notes if the job part uses 

an item template that includes an estimate with notes.

26.05-89

PaceConnect-Metrix The Metrix PaceConnect record no longer produces an Unfortunate Occurrence error 

message for jobs that take longer to generate the MXML file.

26.05-85

Job Billing The system now updates the Invoice Batch List page after you make changes to an 

invoice line in the batch. The system also correctly updates the totals.

26.05-81

Estimating If you associate a press ink type with a job product type used in a composite product 

group, the system now correctly populates the information on estimates created with 

that composite.

26.05-70

Inventory When you select an inventory item on the Inventory Transaction Add page, the 

system now auto populates the appropriate fields if you use an iPad with iOS6 and 

Safari.

26.05-67

Job Billing The Edit & Approve Batch page now lists the correct number of invoices after you 

move some invoices from one batch to another.

26.05-65

Multi-Object Importer The Multi-Object Importer (MOI) tool no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence 

error message when you import objects to a User-Defined Object without a default 

context, because you can no longer drill down into the detail information. 

26.05-63
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Data Collection The Daily Time Sheet (datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) and Reprint Time Sheet 

(datacollection-daily-time-sheet-reprint.rpt) reports now display the notes associated 

with non-chargeable time.

26.05-61

PaceStation When the inquiry base object of UserDefinedInquiry has a foreign key relationship 

with the FileAttachment object, the system hides the fields corresponding to the 

FileAttachment object.

26.05-57

Job Control Center When you edit the inquiry used to pick an inventory item for a job material, the 

inquiry editor no longer displays the View Inquiry option and instead displays the 

warning message, Unable to view inquiry since it's a pick list. To view the inquiry 

select the "Pick" button in its referenced areas.

26.05-55

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When EFI Pace transmits inventory items with quantity-based pricing to DSF, the 

system also transmits the correct prices.

26.05-53

Admin Console The restore utility now works properly for Internet Explorer 9 users. 26.05-50

Estimating The system no longer creates duplicate job contacts when you reconvert an estimate. 26.05-41

Admin Console When you use an Internet Explorer v9 browser, the Run simulation now starts when 

you select "Run Simulate," and the Log file appears upon completion.

26.05-39

System Security The system no longer applies Password Expired settings for a user if you check the box 

in the No Password Required field on the System User Detail page.

26.05-38

Estimating When you duplicate an estimate, the system now displays the original estimate from 

which it was cloned in the estimate history.

26.05-36

Accounts Receivable On the Line Item tab of the Invoice Detail page, the system no longer extends 

information past the field entry box.

26.05-33

Job Shipments The Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the job shipment's carton 

description in the Shipments section.

26.05-33

Data Collection The Employee Time Variance report (employee-time-variance.rpt) no longer includes 

unpaid lunch as chargeable time.

26.05-32

PaceStation When you update the actual ship date on a job that does not include a job part, the 

system now displays an enhanced error message.

26.05-26

Accounts Payable In the Accounts Payable module, when you change a "Normal" bill type to an "Instant 

Bill" type and omit the bank account, the system now correctly displays an error 

message that indicates a bank account is required. 

26.05-25

System Security The Allow Multiple Login field now appears on the System User Detail page. 26.05-22

User Interface If you do not have the appropriate object context permissions and click the [Email] 

button from a grid in EFI Pace, the system now displays the message, Unable to 

locate the SystemUser.email.form. The page you requested is either invalid, no 

longer exists or you do not have permission to view it.

26.05-21

PaceStation The [Email] context button on a PaceStation inquiry now works for both the 

Administrator and PaceSupport login IDs.

26.05-21

Accounts Receivable The Dunning List (dunning-list.rpt) now displays all invoices, even if the days past 

invoice is exactly 120 days.

26.05-19

Estimating The Estimate Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt) now correctly displays 

information and pricing for all parts in all products.

26.05-19

Job Control Center The Part Jacket (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt) for each part in a job now displays 

the correct count.

26.05-19
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Reports You can no longer create report categories with the same description as a seeded 

report category. Additionally, when you upgrade your system, EFI Pace migrates those 

reports associated with a report category containing a duplicate description of a 

seeded category to the seeded category. 

26.05-19

System Security You can now access job shipment details for a job on the Job Shipments List page. 26.05-15

System Security The [Delete] buttons no longer appear on the Shipment Add page if you do not have 

permissions to delete job shipments, cartons, or carton contents.

26.05-15

Purchasing You can now duplicate a purchase order even if you do not enter a department for a 

General Ledger Liability account. 

26.05-13

Job Costing When you edit the activity code on a job cost transaction to one that does not have 

any associated costing rates, the system now calculates the cost as zero (0).

26.05-9

Purchasing The Purchase Order Status report (purchase-order-status.rpt ) no longer truncates 

vendor IDs.

26.05-3

EFI Pace Scheduling In the EFI Pace Scheduler, the system now correctly updates the Scheduler job notes. 26.05-1

Job Control Center The custom Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the Finishing subhead 

at the top of the finishing details.

26.05-1

Job Costing The system no longer includes a delay when loading the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) 

report (cost-of-goods-sold.rpt).

26.05-1

Job Shipments The system now suppresses the state and prints the country on the customized 

Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) if the value in the State field is 

ZZZ-Unknown. 

26.05-1

Job Shipments The Delivery Ticket (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) and the Delivery Receipt, Version 

2 (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt-v2.rpt) now prints the description, customer, and job 

number information.

26.05-1

Purchasing If you enter a purchase order line with a line type of "Manual" and no activity code, 

the system displays the message, Activity Code: Required when assigned to a job, 

and highlights the Activity Code field.

26.05-1


